PRIZE SLOT
For increased fun and excitement, give these reels a spin!

GIVE ‘EM ALL THE THRILLS OF VEGAS!
Grab attention, increase traffic and generate fun and excitement with the Prize Slot.
With bright, engaging graphics and entertaining sound effects, Prize Slot is a business-boosting
powerhouse. Insurable for up to $100,000 this jumbo-jackpot awarding promotional slot machine will
get your customers lining up for the chance to win fabulous prizes with a quick spin of the reels.
And when the pay table says “jackpot”, Odds On will be there to pay for the prize!

HIGHLIGHTS:
Attention Getting - Bright engaging graphics and entertaining sound effects make
playing irresistible.
Jumbo Jackpots - Offer up to a $100,000 prize for a fraction of the cost.
Easy to Play - Customers simply press the spin button and win their prize.
Customizable - 19” game screen is customized with your prizes.
Portable - Just over 2’ tall and 1’ wide, unit requires minimal space for display.
Efficient - Award ancillary prizes based on your budget.
Easy to Set Up - No assembly required. Plugs into any standard outlet.
Cost Effective - Your costs are predetermined and fixed.
Risk Free - When you have a winner, Odds On pays for the prize.
Flexible - Optional prize ticket printing, featuring prize and offer information.

FREE SLOT TOPPER

>>
Prize Slot Machine
packages start at $1,535
and include FREE shipping
and a complimentary
customized slot topper
promotional sign.

EASY AS
Select a grand prize worth up to
$100,000 and quantities for as many as
five unique self-sponsored prizes, and
we will do the rest!
Advertise the chance to win fabulous
prizes at your location with the spin of
the reels.
When the winning symbols line up on the
center payline, your customer goes home
with a giant jackpot, courtesy of Odds On.

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS:
• Optional ticket printing with prize and offer
information
• FREE custom 11.5” x 7.25” slot topper
• Shipping and storage case provided
• No assembly required
• Plugs into any standard outlet
• Size: 25” x 12” x 14”
• Weight: 61 lbs
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PRIZE SLOT
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Multiple themes available
and packages start at $1,535.
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